
1. Voted to purchase along with fire dept. a High Pressure Washer and pay ½ share.

2. Discussed reevaluation and assessing standards. Decided to hold special meeting for this purpose Oct. 10th.

3. Voted to put liability and collision insurance on new snow plow.

4. Discussed method of making out deed to clear title and use of Harmes property for dump purposes.

5. Signed warrants.

6. Discussed purchase of snow blower. Decided against one to put on JD Mower. Manager to get information on a walking model.

7. Made a sewer policy that whenever/sewer is on the opposite side of road from a persons property the town will pay for digging up the road and to the edge of the person's property line.

8. Discussed use of dump key by pickup men. Not to be allowed.

9. Voted to pay William Amos for 5 months as Selectman and Judith Grant for 7 month.

10. Voted to insulate town office and library up to $500 worth.

11. Signed gun permit for Ben Potenziano.

12. Announce meeting with Guilford board to discuss water rates on Oct. 4th.

William Flaherty